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Nic Blake And The Remarkables by Angie Thomas takes place in a forest
(backyard) where the main character is tiptoeing in the
forest searching for a hellhound. Then she finds one, a
hellhound, it has fur and horns, which means it is a girl.
Then the dad surprises her with a happy birthday! She went
inside and now she is in her house then they drive to the
city. They are Manifestors – Black people who have the Gift
within them – and who can see vampires, werewolves and
all kinds of Remarkables.

The main character Is Nic Blake and she is a dynamic
character in my book “Nic Blake And The Remarkables' '.
She is dynamic because in the beginning of my book she is
a normal human but later in the book she gets magic
powers and handles it like it was nothing. Nic Blake is kind,
magical, intelligent, and has feelings for dogs that look like
hellhounds. No one can see it because for other people the
dog just looks like a normal dog . A secondary character is
JB. JB was one of Nic Blake’s first friends, which is why they
do all the stuff together. JB is kind, has glasses, and is really
intelligent.

The main problem with my story is that there are vampires, werewolves, ghosts,
and other remarkables. She wants them to go away so she starts getting her friends
and starts to fight in unique ways. It was not easy to defeat all the remarkables and it
took a while, but she found her way into the dragon's lair and defeated the dragon so
now there are no more remarkables.

The name of my book is Nic Blake And The Remarkables. The themes in my story are
friendship, kindness, teamwork, adventurous, and smart. She needs her friends to help
her because she is smart but her friends are smarter and one of them has glasses with
abilities, she likes to go on adventures, and they are all kind which is why they are kind.

I have a lot of opinions about my book (Nic Blake And The Remarkables), some
positive and some negative. One thing that I liked was how the characters had to really
work hard to solve the problems instead of getting it instantly.




